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Abstract – Through NURESAFE project, depth modifications were performed in the core simulator from the 
UPM COBAYA. COBAYA was recoded and integrated into NURESIM platform with all its capabilities. The last 
version of the code is COBAYA4. Moreover, a new coupling was developed with one of the last versions of the 
thermal-hydraulic code integrated into NURESIM platform, CTF. After all these depth changes, next step is 
COBAYA4 and coupling validation. The collaboration was carried out with North Carolina State University 
(NCSU), Reactor Dynamics and Fuel Modeling Group (RDFMG), to validate coupled system COBAYA4/CTF. 
RDFMG developed a coupling system MCNP6/CTF and it has been used as a reference solution to validate 
COBAYA4/CTF. A fuel assembly analysis was performed with both coupled systems. The fuel assembly comes 
from OECD/NEA UAM-LWR Benchmark. The results obtained from the two coupled systems have to be 
analyzed carefully. Two different neutronic codes compared were, Monte-Carlo and Neutronic Diffusion code. 
They use different neutronic solver. The two coupling are different, one is an external coupling and another an 
internal coupling. Moreover, the thermal-hydraulic models are little different, one is rod center and the other one 
is sub-channel center. Despite the internal differences, the two solutions are similar. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
  
1.1 COBAYA/CTF system for whole core analysis 
COBAYA is a multigroup neutron diffusion code able to compute steady state and transient full core 
problems at nodal or pin-by-pin(pbp) level for the different type of nuclear reactors, PWR in the case 
of Cartesian geometry and VVER in the case of hexagonal geometry (García-Herranz et al., 2017).  
COBAYA is able to calculate steady state and transient problems. The transient problems are 
originated by control rod movements, boron concentration changes and variations of the coolant 
temperature. Before all the transient, COBAYA computes a steady state core conditions from which 
the transient calculation begins.  
Each type of analysis, nodal or pin-by-pin, uses different neutronic solver. The nodal solver used by 
COBAYA is based on the Analytic Core-Mesh Finite-Difference Method (ACMFD). In the nodal 
analysis, each fuel assembly is nodalitzed by one or four nodes of the same material. The pin-by-pin 
solver used by COBAYA is the Finite Mesh-Finite differences (FMFD). In this case, each fuel rod and 
part of the subchannel around the rod are nodalitzed by one radial nodes. 
Despite multigroup neutron diffusion codes do not have information about the fuel assembly geometry 
as the clad thickness or the pellet diameter, pin-by-pin analysis maintains part of the geometrical 
information about the assembly because each radial node uses different material based on the 
composition of the fuel rod which is part of the radial node. 
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The first version of the code was COBAYA2 (Aragonés and Anhert, 1982). This version was developed 
in 1986 as a 2D, two energy group transport corrected diffusion calculations for Cartesian geometry. 
Next version of the code was COBAYA3. This version was developed through different European 
Projects, NURISP and NURESIM. COBAYA3 included the 3D calculation in multigroups for Cartesian 
and hexagonal geometry, nodal and pbp calculations. 
Through NURESAFE project, COBAYA was recoded to FORTRAN 90, and all the logical control 
restructured. At the end of NURESAFE project, COBAYA was integrated into NURESIM platform with 
all its skills. The last version of the code is COBAYA4. 
CTF (Bennett, Avramova, and Ivanov 2016) is the improved version from the Reactor Dynamics and 
Fuel Management Group (RDFMG) of North Carolina State University (NCSU) of the thermal-hydraulic 
simulation code. CTF is used as thermal-hydraulic code in CASL project too. CTF is designed to work 
with PWR and BRW. CTF models three different fields, continue liquid, continue vapor and droplets. 
CTF is prepared to run analysis at different precision level. 
The versions of CTF used by COBAYA4 and MCNP6 are different. COBAYA4 is coupled with one of 
the last versions of CTF integrated into SALOME platform by Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und 
Reaktorsicherheit (GRS). The CTF version coupled with MCNP6 is the last one and include new skills 
as obtaining the fuel thermal conductivity as a function of the burnup and the gadolinium concentration. 
 
1.2 MCNP6/CTF system for validation. 
MCNP6 is a three-dimensional Monte Carlo N-Particle code able to solve the transport problem with 
different type of particles, neutron, photon, electron, using continue energy. MCNP6 runs the criticality 
calculations and obtains the value of the keff and the power distribution. 
MCNP is a stochastic code. It doesn’t solve any equation, and its solutions can be used as reference 
solutions. 
When MCNP6 works coupled with CTF, cross sections libraries have to be generated at different fuel 
temperatures. These cross sections are the otf_file, and the scattering cross sections for this range of 
temperatures. To generate the fit_otf cross sections for the thermal scattering the MAKXSF code was 
used. The capabilities of the MAKXSF are Doppler broadening of resolved cross section data, 
interpolating thermal scattering kernels and interpolating unresolved resonance cross section data 
between two temperatures (Bennett et al., 2016)In this case when MCNP works coupled with CTF, 
Makxsf was used to generate the thermal scattering libraries. 
 

2 COUPLING SCHEME 
The two coupling scheme of COBAYA4 and MCNP6 with CTF were developed in a different way in 
both cases using, in the case of COBAYA4-CTF and external coupling and the case of MCNP6-CTF 
and internal coupling. Each coupling method has advantages and disadvantages. 
COBAYA4-CTF uses an external coupling. COBAYA4 was integrated into NURESIM platform during 
NURESAFE project (García-Herranz et al., 2017). ICOCO standard functions were developed to 
integrate COBAYA4 in NURESIM platform. ICOCO is a toolset write in C++ that runs the codes in a 
modular way through python script and allows to couple COBAYA4 with each one of the codes 
integrated into NURESIM platform. Fig 1 shows a graphical description of the coupling. 
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Fig. 1. Graphical description of the tight coupling. 

In the COBAAY4-CTF system, to transfer the information from one code to another, COBAYA4 and 
CTF generate a different number of geometrical meshes to store the fields used in the coupling. 
COBAYA4 generates one mesh to store the power and, CTF generates two meshes, one to store the 
moderator density and temperature and another one to store the fuel temperature. These meshes are 
generated just once at the beginning of the calculations and depending on the accuracy level of the 
calculations the mesh generation process takes more time. The reason why the version of CTF 
integrates into SALOME platform generates two meshes is because CTF solves two problems, 
thermomechanical and thermal-hydraulic problem. Each one has different radial nodalizacion. The 
thermo-mechanical problem is a rod center and the thermo-hydraulic problem is a sub-channel center. 
The power mesh from COBAYA4 and the thermomechanical meshes from CTF match, but the power 
mesh from COBAYA4 and the thermo-hydraulic mesh from CTF are staggered. COBAYA4 neutronic 
mesh and CTF fluid and rod meshes are illustrated in fig 2 

 
Fig2. Radial meshes for NK pbp and TH sub-channel calculations 

MCNP6-CTF uses an internal coupling. In this type of coupling, some subroutines have to be created. 
These new subroutines prepare the information as is read by the coupled codes, and upset some of 
the variables used in the coupling. These subroutines would iterate between MCNP6 and CTF and 
transfer the information between the two codes.  
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The advantages of the external coupling about the internal coupling are:  

• The coupling is carried out by a Python Script. The script contains all the ICOCO functions from 
both codes. To switch one thermal-hydraulic code by another one integrates into NURESIM 
platform, it is enough to change the ICOCO functions.  

• The NK mesh and the TH meshes could have a different precision level. The external coupling 
interpolates the values of the fields from one mesh to another when they have different 
accuracy level. 

The advantages of the internal coupling about the external coupling are: 

• The internal coupling doesn’t create meshes to store the fields it uses different subroutines. It 
runs faster than the external coupling. 

3 RESULTS 
The assembly calculation was performed with MCNP6/CTF and with COBAYA4/CTF. The fuel 
assembly was obtained from the UAM benchmark. 
The geometry of both assemblies are the same: 

UO2 pins  Guide tube  Inst. tube 
Parameter Dimension 

(cm) 
 Parameter Dimension 

(cm) 
 Parameter Dimension 

(cm) 
Rfuel 0.46955       

Rgap 0.4791  Rint 0.63245  Rint 0.56005 

Rclad 0.5464  Rext 0.67310  Rext 0.62610 

Pin pitch 1.4427  Pin pitch 1.4427  Pin pitch 1.4427 

Table1. Geometry of each component of fuel assembly 
And the isotope composition in each case are: 
 

 
COBAYA4-CTF MCNP-CTF MCNP-CTF-Doppler 

KEFF 1.42859 1.42294 1.42537 

Diff(pcm) 
 

565 322 

Table 2. KEFF values 
The goal of this analysis is validated all the improvements done in COBAYA4 and in the neutronic 
thermal-hydraulic coupling with CTF. Moreover, two analyses were performed changing the value of 
the effective temperature in the coupling MCNP6/CTF, one case with the average fuel temperature 
and another with the Doppler fuel temperature. 
There are differences between the Keff values, these differences are more pronounced when the 
effective fuel temperatures are different. 
A part of KEFF, the other variables analyzed are the axial and radial power profile and the thermal-
hydraulic variable. 
The axial power profile is: 
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Fig 3. Axial power profile 

The three curves are very similar, but in the cases where the effective fuel temperature is the Doppler 
temperature, the power at the hottest node is higher than the case where the average fuel temperature 
is used. This behavior was expected. The Doppler fuel temperature is less than the average fuel 
temperature. This increases the power at the hottest fuel assembly when the Doppler fuel temperature 
is applied. 
A part of this difference, the three curves are very similar. 
Another variable to analyze is the radial power profile. 

Fig 4. Relative Error radial power distribution 
 
The radial power profiles are very similar. The higher differences appear at the boundaries of the fuel 
assembly with values of 2% at the relative error. 
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Fig 5. Thermal-hydraulic variables 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
This work presents the validation of the coupling developed along NURESAFE project between 
COBAYA4 and CTF. This version of the thermal-hydraulic code, CTF, was integrated into NURESIM 
platform by GRS. This calculation was performed at pbp level, for neutronic calculations, and at sub-
channel level for thermal-hydraulic calculations. 
The assembly used in the analysis comes from UAM benchmark, Exercise I-3, assembly 27.  
The coupled system used to obtain the referent solution and to validate the results from 
COBAYA4/CTF was MCNP6/CTF.  This coupled system, MCNP6/CTF was developed by NCSU, 
Nuclear Department.  
The two coupled systems are different. The neutronic codes solve the problem by different ways, the 
coupling methods used in both cases are different, the coupling from COBAYA4/CTF is an external 
coupling while the coupling from MCNP6/CTF is an internal coupling. And the CTF input in  
MCNP6/CTF system is rod-center as long as the CTF input in COBAYA4/CTF is sub-channel center. 
Moreover, the thermal-hydraulic variables used in the coupling are not exactly equal. COBAYA4 us 
the Doppler fuel temperature as a fuel temperature, and MCNP6/CTF uses the average fuel 
temperature. The coupling of MCNP6/CTF was changed to reduce the differences between the two 
systems and another calculation was done using the Doppler fuel temperature. 
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The main differences between both systems appear in the keff. This difference in the K-eff value 
increase when the two coupled systems use different fuel temperature. The analysis of the axial power 
distribution shows the three curves are very similar and how the value of the fuel temperature has not 
an important effect over the axial power distribution. The same effect can be appreciated over the 
radial power distribution and the thermal-hydraulic variables. 
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